Brain tumors in children and adolescents--II. The neuroanatomy of deficits in working, associative and serial-order memory.
The neuroanatomy of memory deficits was studied in 46 children and adolescents with brain tumors. CT-scan reconstructions of 88 brain regions were coded with respect to tumor and related damage, and multiple regression procedures established patterns of brain damage predictive of memory deficits. Two forms of memory revealed non-overlapping focal neuroanatomical substrates: memory for the serial order of pictures that corresponded to heard words involved structures in the limbic system and hypothalamic-pituitary axis; whereas working memory, in which each of a succession of heard words is stored in temporary memory long enough to be compared to or contrasted with incoming words, involved the pineal-habenular region and the anterior and medial thalamic nuclei. Memory for semantically-based word-picture associations, in contrast, was unaffected by tumors in several subcortical brain regions. These data bear on current analyses of the neural substrates of associative and representational memory.